
SCOUT Projects:           Starboard Cutouts 

m/v SCOUT (Great Harbour N37)          Ray Henry  

Description 
I had several ideas rolling around in my head that could be made from the marine plastic Starboard.  I 

dreaded the process of getting everything cut out and finished.  I learned a valuable lesson about (my) 

time on this project. 

I had three separate project ideas that all seemed like great candidates for Starboard plastic: 

1. A set of hooks to allow the power cord to be hung off the rail instead of sitting on deck and 

collecting dirt. 

2. A set of three bulkhead standoffs for the exhaust risers on both engines and the generator. 

3. A set of replacement arms for the deck chairs – longer, wider, and more weatherproof. 

Parts Ordered 
1. Piece of 1/2” black starboard and 1/4” MDF template material to start with – FAIL! 

2. Custom CNC cutouts using 1/2” and 3/4” thick Starboard from computer drawings 

Design 
I am a heavy user of the Windows software application, Visio.  I started using it when it originated as 

shareware on a 3.5” floppy disk and ran under the DOS operating system!  Microsoft bought them a few 

years ago and now it is an additional purchase option for Office. 

Anyway, I find that it has tons of applications from photo/graphic editing (I used it for our boat name 

and boat card graphics), to rudimentary mechanical CAD drawings and dimensioning.  I use it as my go-

to for mocking up designs and projects in two-dimensions.  If the drawing scale is set right, it can tell you 

relative sizes of things that you draw and makes it easy to visualize hinge operation, corners, 

interferences of things, and even settee seating arrangements and dimensions. 



I started with the cord hooks, planning to draw them out and then make a template to cut them out 

using a jigsaw and router.  Visio allowed me to physically move the circular shape of the railing and 

power cord in and out of the “hook” in real time and look at the clearances and fit of everything. 

Router Bushing 
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Power Cord Hanger Design 
and  Router Template

 
Cord Hook Hanger Design in Visio 

 

I cut the template out, cut and routed 1/2” Starboard, and made a prototype piece.  It functioned OK on 

the rail, but it was, in a word – hideous. 

 

Cord Hook Template and Manual Cutout 

So here I was, with MDF templates and cutouts, drawings on paper, and producing some horrible-

looking final results based on my lack of workshop space and large-frame tools.  The ONE hook cutout I 

did finish, took me nearly 4 hours of different “operations” with various templates, tools, cleanup, etc.  

Making 6 or 8 hooks would have taken forever, let alone the other additional parts I wanted to make. 



 

Drawings, Markings, Templates, Etc. 

 

I said to myself, “Self, there has to be a better way…….”. 

I had all these great CAD(-ish) drawings on my computer with EXACTLY what I wanted – surely there is 

an online business with a CNC (Computer Numerical Control) cutting machine and a supply of starboard 

that can do all this for me!  After searching around a bit on the interwebs, I found an outfit that 

appeared to fit the bill.   

Visio has an export function where it will create CNC-friendly drawings with a “.DXF” extension that can 

be used by the folks that do this stuff.  I emailed the drawings to them and within a week I had all of my 

parts all cut out and all with neatly radiused edges.  The cost of this was equivalent to me working at 

about $3/hour for the time it would have taken me to do by hand. 

Power Cord Hangers
 

Example DXF Drawing 



Completion 
The parts arrived on schedule and looked fantastic! 

   
Parts Received – Hooks are 1/2”, Others are 3/4” Thick 

The great part about the CNC machine doing the work is that the cost for 12 or more pieces of 

something is nearly the same as just two!  The only difference being the plastic material consumed.  So, I 

was able to make a lot more of the hooks than I had planned for very little additional cost! 

You can see the DRASTIC difference in the finished product below comparing the one I “hacked out” to 

the CNC-machined version! 

 

 

Cord Hook Comparison 



Cord Hooks 

These were basically an experiment.  In the Visio drawing I made the end of the curve that goes over the 

railing just a bit too small at the very tip so that the hook would “clip” down onto the railing.  This 

worked pretty well, but it was not as secure as I would have liked. 

 

Singly-mounted Hooks 

 

Since I had ordered so many hooks, for now, we will double them up at each point – the overlap of the 

power cord circle does a good job of keeping them from coming apart. 

 

Doubled Hooks 

 



 

Doubled Hook 

 

Exhaust Riser Standoffs 

The previous standoffs had long-since gone, as there was evidence of screw holes and paint-arounds on 

the aft bulkhead in the engine room where they once were.  They seemed a bit “skinny” based on the 

paint marks – this could be why they failed.  As it was, there was only a tie-wrap holding the engine and 

generator risers together on the port side. 

 

Existing Exhaust Riser Secured 

I had a bit of post-processing to do on these as received – I needed to cut them in half to allow 

attachment to the fiberglass tubes, and make four screw holes in them, 2 for securing them to the 

bulkhead and 2 for the clamping half.  



 

Modified Parts for Installation 

 

I drew the circle within the standoff a little larger (1/8” radius) than the fiberglass tube so that I could 

include some shock-absorbing, compressible material when clamped together.  This seemed to work out 

well and also accounted for the bumpy, non-uniform shape of the riser tubes. 

On the port engine riser, I needed a base to elevate the standoff away from the generator tube – I 

mistakenly made the two larger standoffs the same size (Grrrrr..). 

  

 
Installed Standoffs 



Chair Arms 

Finally, we wanted to replace the skinny wooden arms (4 total) on our two deck chairs with something 

more substantial and something that would not require frequent varnish. 

 

 

Test Fitting the New Arms 

 

I also post-processed the new parts and routed a shallow circular cup holder into the end of the right-

side arm of each chair (barely visible in the picture). 

 

New Arms 



Do-Overs and Comments 
This “project” was less about the individual end-items and more about evaluation and validating a direct 

“computer-to-Starboard-parts” process with reasonable cost.  Given that criteria, my experience was 

that this was a huge success.  It is possible to save a tremendous amount of time, mess, and sweat 

dockside.  Being able to draw up just what you want, emailing it off, and receiving parts a week later is 

just fantastic.  All of the parts shown above were cut, milled, and shipped for about $250. ---- including 

the Starboard material.  This is hardly more than the raw material would have been by itself in sheet 

form!  

If I ever re-make the cord hooks, I would put more of a “bump” at the tip of the curve to make them 

more secure in snapping onto the rail.  I would also add a protrusion with a hole in it for attaching a 

lanyard of some sort to keep them from accidentally going overboard. This would probably allow them 

to be used singly as originally intended. 

The other parts seem to work perfectly. 

 


